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Abstract

The Electric Transportation Revolution (ETR) began 
with the General Motors USA EV1 project and Yamaha 
Japan Pedal Assist System (PAS) electric bike, both in 

1993. Worldwide EB annual sales are 40 million with 300 
million on the road, mostly in China. Mandates and govern-
ment incentives influence the EV market, customer demand 
drives EB growth. The EPA CO2 endangerment finding is 
forcing the auto industry to invest in EVs to help limit 
Mankind Made Carbon Dioxide Climate Change, MMCDCC, 
which is based on theoretical computer models that calculate 
global temperature. Measured temperature data, revised by 
modelers, used to validate these models has been challenged 
and so reported. Historical climatology data shows that 
Natural Climate Change, NCC, is more likely the CC cause. 
Known periodic variations of the sun’s orbit changes solar 
radiance and causes NCC. More CO2 in the atmosphere 

produces more plant growth, more food, thus CO2 is a benefi-
cial gas. We propose a long term pathway to eliminate CO2 as 
an issue for energy and transportation. Fossil fuels may 
be depleted in 200 years. During this period, transition world-
wide to nuclear power and hydrogen for electricity and trans-
portation is necessary. Nuclear fuels will be used forever as 
uranium extraction from seawater is now possible and is 
replenished by runoff from land. Nuclear electricity will 
produce hydrogen from electrolysis of water for vehicle use. 
Power plants and vehicles will thus not produce CO2. With 
this prospect of sustainable carbon free electricity and vehicle 
fuel, the humanitarian thing to do today is to continue to use 
fossil fuels for both domains, in order to provide affordable 
heat in cold winters and cooling in hot summers which occurs 
in some regions of the world today until nuclear options are 
developed. This all is likely NCC as it has been for hundreds 
of millions of years on planet earth, and not MMCDCC.

Introduction

The Electric Transportation Revolution began with the 
introduction in 1993 of the Electric Bike (EB) in Japan 
where Yamaha offered the PAS (Power Assist System) 

EB. It was an instant hit and others, particularly China, moved 
into the EB arena. The first production EV at General Motors, 
the EV1, was introduced in 1996 with great performance, but 
not many sales, actually leases, and was discontinued after a 
few years. Lead acid was the battery choice at the time. 
Improvements in Lithium ion battery technology jump started 
the current EV era around 2010.

This paper will review the history of the EV at General 
Motors and the explosive growth of EB sales worldwide. The 
EV operates in a market impacted by mandates and govern-
ment incentives. Future incentives are already being reduced 
and ultimately will be  permanently eliminated perhaps. 
Technology improvements in battery charge rates are essential 
to expand the desirability of EVs over longer range and quickly 
fueled ICE vehicles.

The acronym MMCDCC, for Mankind Made Carbon 
Dioxide Climate Change better represents what the media 
calls Climate Change or CC. MMCDCC is implied when 
CC is stated in the media. But there is another CC version 
called Natural Climate Change which existed long before 

mankind decided that mankind made carbon dioxide is 
causing CC. We will examine some of the abundant histor-
ical climatology data which suggests Natural Climate 
Change indeed changes in a sometimes regular fashion 
traced to changes in sun’s radiance, over which mankind 
has no control.

But the issue of how to create a sustainable carbon free 
energy and transportation systems has not been settled so this 
is a proposed pathway, transition to 100% nuclear power elec-
tricity and 100% hydrogen fuel for vehicles (heavy equipment 
and large trucks may still use fossil fuel or ethanol ICEs). This 
is a long term proposition as fossil fuels will be used for at 
least 200 years before the supply is diminished and so hydrogen 
will be the best choice for vehicle fuel being CO2 free. This 
likewise eliminates smog producing NOX.

Caveat: This author is aware that proponents of solar 
panels and wind turbines are championed by the MMCDCC 
proponents. Those operate only a few hours a day and need 
backup plants when not producing electricity. The additional 
cost of maintenance, susceptible to strong wind damage, and 
short lifetime should be compared to nuclear plants which 
will run 24/7 for 100 years (future target) and require no 
backup plants. The Navy has operated and replaced over 500 
nuclear cores successfully over 60 years.
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EV History
The battery and electric motor were invented in the early 1800s 
and Edison built the first electric power plant in 1884  in 
Manhattan. The Detroit Electric appeared in 1910, which 
women drivers loved since it had no crank to start the engine 
as with the ICE, Figure 1. Invention of the self starter by 
Kettering, and introduced by Cadillac, moved the ICE ahead 
of the EV which vanished from the market by 1920.

The invention of the transistor at Bell Labs in 1947 led to 
the computer and sophisticated electronic controls in the 
automotive world. The invention of the rare earth magnet, 
neodymium-iron-boron, at General Motors Research Labs in 
1982 made motors lighter and smaller. These technologies are 
ubiquitous in EVs today.

GM showed many demonstration EVs at the 1969 Progress 
of Power Show at the GM Technical Center in Warren, MI, 
Figure 2. These used nickel-zinc, zinc-air, silver-zinc and 

lithium chloride batteries, researched at the time. A small 
shopper hybrid, steam engine powered Pontiac, Stirling, gas 
turbine vehicles, and fuel cell van were displayed. The goal 
was to select a technology to reduce exhaust emissions and 
the winner was the catalytic converter along with unleaded 
gas which cleaned the exhaust and reduced LA smog.

GM was invited to participate in the first World Solar 
Challenge race in 1987, Figure 3. Hughes Aircraft, then owned 
by GM, was assigned to design and build the entry. Howard 
Wilson, VP was in charge and worked with AeroVironment, 
which in 1977 flew the Gossamer Condor pedal powered 
aircraft over the English Channel. This team, with GM 
designers and engineers, produced the Sunraycer solar car 
which won the 2,000 mile race across Australia with average 
speed of 42 mph.

Wilson persuaded GM to build a prototype EV, the 
Impact, Figure 4, using efficient components and aero design 
with many lead acid batteries to produce a high performance 
car. Leased only as EV1 in CA and AZ, 800 were leased in the 
mid 1990s and then terminated. All leased EV1s were recalled 
and scrapped to the dismay and consternation of the owners 
who really loved the EV1 and were the pioneer EV customers 
of the time.

The industry followed and today, Figure 5, there are a 
proliferation of EV models planned over the next decade. A 
300 billion dollar bet according to Holman Jenkins of the Wall 

 FIGURE 1  Electric cars, bike and scooter circa 1895-1915.
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 FIGURE 2  GM Progress of Power Show 1969. Open to 
government officials and media to exhibit research into lower 
emission power plants including EVs with advanced batteries.
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 FIGURE 3  GM Sunraycer won First World Solar 
Challenge 1987.
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 FIGURE 4  GM Impact 1993, production in 1996 as EV1.
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Street Journal. All automakers are committed to compete in 
the EV market and the size of their investments is so huge 
they will have to make adjustments if the buyers are not there 
yet to purchase all they will produce. But the biggest market 
is China and GM Buick plans EV models there.

EB History
Production of the modern electric bike began in 1993 in Japan. 
There were many earlier versions, none made sustainable 
production. Companies like Diamant in Germany introduced 
the Citiblitz with friction drive on the front wheel. The author 
imported one, planning to sell them, but failed as bike dealers 
were not interested in power assist. He introduced a report, 
in 1995, about the industry, Electric Bikes Worldwide Reports, 
published for 20 years. Today hundreds of EB brands are sold 
worldwide, Figure 6.

Lead acid was the battery of choice for EBs originally and 
many US companies imported EBs from China with poor 
quality leading to the demise of many companies. Today 
lithium-ion is the battery of choice, except in China, but that 
is changing.

There are hundreds of EB companies in China and world-
wide perhaps a thousand. Road and city versions of the EB 
dominate but recently the MTB electric has taken off, now 
used by riders who still enjoy trail biking but could not manage 
the steep slopes. It took ten years for worldwide EB sales to 
pass one million, mainly in China. But as Chinese products 
improved, the China customer gave up his $50 pedal bike for 
a $250 EB. China sales were 34 million peak a few years ago, 
below 30 million now, with the market saturated at 50% of all 
bike sales.

The Light Electric Vehicle Association works with EB 
companies on various issues along with other organizations 
[1]. LEVA has tried to establish EB technical standards like 
the SAE does for the auto industry. SAE could help the LEVA 
in this effort, in our opinion.

Europe sales are over 2 million and USA sales are 
approaching 300,000, Figure 7. Bikes are used for recreation 

mainly in the USA so sales are modest compared to other 
markets. But more seniors are discovering the benefits of 
EBs in all global markets so EBWR projects worldwide sales 
in the 80 million range in 2035 with 100 million doable 
by 2050.

EV Market
The global EV market crossed the million unit threshold in 
2018 based on Bloomberg numbers of China 792,000, Europe 
408,000 and USA 238,000 for a total of 1.3 million, Figure 8. 
The percentage of total sales including PIH is highest in China 
at 4.3% with Europe at 2.3% and USA 2.1% in 2018. These are 
small numbers still in a market stimulated with generous 
subsidies everywhere.

 FIGURE 5  Examples of worldwide EV models.
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 FIGURE 6  Examples of EBs, Pedego EV store Naples, FL. 
EBs use hub or mid drive motors, all use rare earth magnets 
invented at General Motors Research Labs 1982., GM 
introduced the Ariv EB in 2019.
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 FIGURE 7  EB sales estimates from Electric Bikes 
Worldwide Reports, since 1995 and projections to 2035. China 
by far the biggest user with 300 million on the road.
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The EV market is driven in part by subsidies of $7,500 
federal and $2,500 CA state and others. This subsidy is cut in 
half for GM and Tesla as they reached the 200,000 unit 
threshold to max out the subsidies. The federal subsidy is cut 
in half for 6 months then another half for 6 months then goes 
to zero. Sales without subsidies may be problematical. Denmark 
eliminated subsidies and EV sales vanished so subsidies were 
resumed. China will phase out all EV subsidies in 2020 after 
cutting them in half to $4,100 in 2019.

The California market is interesting as it mandates a 
percentage of vehicle sales to be EVs. The 5% EV sales target 
for 2018 was met. This moves to 22% by 2025.

There is some political movement to continue the USA 
subsidy of $7,500 beyond the expiration date. That will be a 
big bill in the future which taxpayers will not appreciate.

Bottom line, buyers purchase vehicles they perceive they 
need, such as SUVs and trucks. The EV is a niche vehicle at 
this time and thus may not achieve the 50% saturation point 
as achieved in China with the EB.

But one country is an outlier. Norway EV sales in June 
2019 were 7,427 units or 48% of total sales. VAT tax, 25%, is 
forgiven and free toll roads and other perks make buying an 
EV a good investment.

Bloomberg published global long-term passenger vehicle 
sales by drivetrain. BEVs are shown to approach 50% of the 
market by 2040, Figure 9. This Bloomberg chart may be opti-
mistic unless governments worldwide provide extravagant 
perks for purchase of EVs such as Norway. The chart also 
shows PHEVs at only 8% and ICE at 48% of total vehicle 
market worldwide.

We can compare the rate of growth of the EV market 
with the EB market. The Bloomberg chart at 2025, ten years 
from start of BEV sales, shows 8% USA BEV sales or 1.4 
million for 18 million estimated total vehicle sales. EBWR 
had USA EB sales in 2006 at 120,000 or 1% of 12 million 
total bicycle sales. For China EB sales in 2006 it would be 14 
million out of 50 million bicycles or 28% of market. 
Conclusion, USA EV sales are growing slower compared to 

China EB sales but larger than USA EB sales at the 10 
year mark.

Will the public be so concerned about climate change 
they will shift from ICE SUVs and trucks to EV versions? Will 
the government enhance financial incentives to push the 
public faster into EVs? We will know the answers in the next 
5 to 10 years.

Thus we must understand the CC issue more completely 
if we are to accept the premise EVs are essential for mankind 
to purchase in order to thwart climate change caused by 
mankind burning fossil fuel in vehicles. Scientists indeed have 
valid differing points of view on many topics scientific. That’s 
what makes science fun! Eventually the scientific truth 
wins out.

Climate Change 
Perspective
A great deal is being reported today about global warming. It 
is important to recognize there can be opposing scientific 
points of view and both sides have to be thoughtfully assessed 
and studied. There are historical past weather records and 
long term global temperature data, uncovered from ice cores, 
that provide another perspective on how global temperature 
has varied over hundreds of millions of years [2].

Scripps Institution of Oceanography in La Jolla CA has 
sampling stations in the Pacific started by Dr. Charles Keeling 
in 1958, Figure 10. Seasonal variations are seen on the plot 
from 1958, summer CO2 decreases as plants absorb atmo-
spheric CO2 to grow.

Sampling atmospheric CO2 by satellite is done by NASA 
and the map plots show CO2 in the northern hemisphere for 
winter 1Mar 2015, top, and summer, 31Jul2015, lower. CO2 
concentrations are lower in the summer.

Other scientists have analyzed the data used by climate 
computer modelers, and find the modelers modify the data 

 FIGURE 8  Worldwide BEV sales and CA ZEV mandate 
targets. China EV sales weakening as subsidies lower and 
vanish in 2020.
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 FIGURE 9  Bloomberg long term worldwide vehicle sales 
shows BEVs at 50% of total by 2040, optimistic in our view.
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to fit their calculations, and conclude the GAST (Global 
Average Surface Temperature) data modelers use is wrong [3]. 
This suggests, rather strongly, that the climate change 
modelers findings are invalid.

Scientists are taught good experimental data is valid and 
if a theory does not fit the data, the theory is wrong and must 
be modified. In the climate modeling business, modelers 
modify data which is not done in the time honored tradition 
of basic research.

Reviewing historical climatology data provides clues on 
the expectation for how present day climate behaves. For 
example, heat waves have occurred in the USA in the past and 
documented in a video analyzing how climate modelers today 
modify data improperly to show theoretical models match 
data [4].

Scientists have invented measurement methods to deter-
mine temperature and CO2 for hundreds of millions of years. 
These involve the compositional analysis of ice cores from ice 
produced millions of years ago which trapped CO2 and oxygen 
which provides data on temperature from oxygen isotope ratios.

The plot in Figure 11 shows data to nearly 600 million 
years past. It shows a large variation in CO2 with long periods 
of flat temperature bounded from 25C, 77F, to 10C, 50F. 
Global average temperature today is 14.5C or 58F. There is no 
apparent correlation between temperature and CO2 in 
this data.

The remarkably long periods of constant temperature 
shows climate was quite stable. Major events, likely ice ages, 
occurred when the temperature dropped sharply. over a period 
of a million years or more. Thus ice ages and warming periods 
were extremely long, million of years, suggesting long time 

periods of change must apply to our period of life on 
planet earth.

The peak of 7,000 ppm CO2 would have produced explo-
sive plant growth which ultimately was buried to produce the 
coal., oil, and gas we use today for a productive and comfort-
able life on planet earth. Thus mankind benefits from very 
large levels of CO2 long, long ago. Carbon dioxide is indeed a 
beneficial gas.

The lower plot shows a minimum in CO2 at 255 ppm 
around 7,000 years ago. CO2 changed over this period when 
population 2000 years ago was only around 100 million with 
negligible mankind made CO2 production.

The Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Science 
has a similar profile of atmospheric CO2 to 550 million years 
ago, Figure 12. These large variations in CO2 may be caused 
by volcanoes, explosive growth of vegetation and varying CO2 
release and uptake from temperature variations in the 
oceans [5].

Temperature data for Europe the past 1,000 years shows 
both cooling and warming over a 3 degree F range, Figure 13. 
Several periods of cooling shows mankind can survive cooling 
as well as warming in the past when comfort in the cold was 
only provided by burning wood and coal. Truly remarkable 
how mankind has survived adverse climate.

CO2 was flat for this period until it started moving higher 
around 1800. It is not known why CO2 started increasing at 
that time, but likely it was natural, perhaps outgassing of 
warmer oceans, not Mankind Made CO2. Population in 1800 
was around 800 million but cars were not in existence so 
nature would have provided the increase in CO2.

The plot of change in sea level rise of 410 feet took 10,000 
years after melting of the last major ice age. This is a height 
rate of change of 0.5 inch per year or 1 centimeter per year. 
Sea level rise is a very slow process indeed.

Measurement of shorelines at the locations noted 
produced this plot in Figure 13. Today, claims of sea level rise 
in some locations may be confused with tectonic plate subsid-
ence of the shore erroneously identified as sea level rise.

 FIGURE 10  Scripps CO2 Pacific stations, data since 1958, 
and NASA global map northern hemisphere 2015 winter top, 
summer lower, shows CO2 levels lower in summer with 
considerable variation over the globe.
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 FIGURE 11  CO2 and global temperature from ice cores to 
600 million years past. Past 10,000 years shows natural 
decline and increase in CO2 not likely caused by mankind.
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The chart to 400,000 years ago shows a 100,000 year cycle 
of CO2 and temperature that appear to follow together, 
Figure 14. On closer inspection of the data, it appears that 
temperature rises ahead of the rise in CO2 so this implies the 
CO2 increase is due to warming of the oceans which contain 
dissolved CO2. More CO2 is released as ocean temperature 
rises from periodic rising energy from the sun. These 100,000 
year cycles are proposed by Milankovitch to arise from sun-
earth orbit periodic variations.

Studies by respected climate scientists have come to 
different conclusions on climate model results based on atmo-
spheric temperature data which does not fit the climate 
modelers findings. Consider the Tropical Hot Spot (TPS) 
predicted by the climate modelers. This is a region around the 
equator between 20°N and 20°S and between 30,000 and 
40,000 feet, like a ring around the tropics. Figure 15 shows 
results from many climate models showing an average temper-
ature rise of +0.44°C per decade for this TPS. Comparison to 
balloon data from 1979 to 2018 shows a rise of +0.16°C per 

decade, so real world warming is one third that predicted by 
models, a significant difference. Only one model, from Russia 
in purple, which has much lower sensitivity to carbon dioxide, 
is closer to the balloon data. This suggests by 2100 a smaller 
temperature rise, if it occurs, for planet earth. The detailed 
account of this Tropical Hot Spot analysis is in [6].

The Concerned Household Consumers Council has 
produced a report in 2019 which reviews the meritless basis 
for the EPA Endangerment

Finding on CO2 which states it is a gas detrimental to the 
health of mankind, [7]. This report rebuts the eleven climate 
alarmist’s claims, such as more hurricane, more ocean level 
rise, etc., by expert in each field citing the most credible empir-
ical data. These analyses are significant and compelling.

 FIGURE 12  CO2 from Yale School of Forestry and 
Environmental Science. Nature provides extraordinary changes 
in CO2 but past 100 thousand years have been relatively flat.
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 FIGURE 13  Europe climate change 1100 years past shows 
cooling and warming over these centuries, all Natural Climate 
Change. CO2 over this period was flat from 1000 to 1800 then 
rose to current levels. Is natural warming of the oceans 
outgassing more CO2 since there were no cars during 1800s?
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 FIGURE 14  The earth experienced periodic (100,000 year) 
changes in temperature and CO2 but temperature rises ahead 
of CO2 which suggests natural warming of the oceans by sun 
radiance change leads to outgassing of dissolved CO2 some 
years later.
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 FIGURE 15  Tropical Atmospheric Temperature between 
30,000 and 40,000 feet. Comparison of Climate models 
average rise of +0.44°C per decade is much higher than 
balloon data of +0.16°C per decade. Russia climate model, in 
purple fits data best.
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This historical climate data and evidence of climate 
modeler errors, suggests climate modelers should try to under-
stand the Natural Climate Change side of the CC issue. Is it 
in the best interest of mankind. to manipulate data to validate 
models that predict the demise of civilization from global 
warming? Mankind has survived global warming in the past 
and will do so in the future which may in fact be global cooling 
that may already be coming by 2040 as a Russian scientist 
predicts in a 2015 paper, [8]. But time will tell for sure.

EV Mandates and Market
California is the lead on mandates since Los Angeles originally 
had heavy smog which has been reduced by more than 85% 
with the introduction of the catalytic converter in the 1970s. 
CA continues rules to achieve higher air quality, including 
EV mandates and higher fuel economy standards to reduce 
CO2 emissions and traditional ICE gases HC/CO/NOX.

Ten states are aligned with CA on the EV mandates which 
provide additional subsidies for EVs at the state level adding 
to the federal subsidy up to $10,000 per EV, Figure 16. The 
mandates will vanish after a year after an automaker reaches 
200,000 EV sales, true now for GM and Tesla.

Thus the EV market will be soft, if ZEV mandates expire, 
or will be better, but still relatively small, if they are extended, 
Figure 17. New mpg standards are still under discussion and 
some auto makers are acceding to a CA offer to use their mpg 
standards while the EPA and other automakers are proposing 
a single standard for the entire country, which makes sense. 
Having the ten states aligned with CA to set one level of mpg 
standard for those states different for the remaining states 
would escalate the price of vehicles everywhere. It is not clear 
what the outcome will finally be at this writing.

The vehicle market is driven by individual choice and 
today that is SUVs and trucks which are 65% of the USA 
market. Denmark and Norway experience shows huge incen-
tives boost EV sales but those cannot be sustained indefinitely. 
In the future, if incentives vanish USA EV sales may plateau 
at 10% of total vehicle sales. If incentives are extended, at a 
huge cost of a trillion dollars a decade, the market could reach 
a plateau of 25% of total sales.

The need for EVs to thwart MMCDCC may go away if 
the NCC issue finally receives some traction and the climate 
becomes colder rather than warmer over the next 20 years. 
Caveat: This statement may be incorrect, if battery technology 
improves charge times to be much shorter, as the public may 
then be more interested in the EV independent of the NCC 
or MMCDCC issues. The NCC topic however should 
be reviewed by all parties with a stake in policies based on the 
MMCDCC issue.

It is imperative to continue using fossil fuels for electricity 
and transportation as it is affordable to billions of users around 
the globe. If we stop using fossil fuels now, as some politicians 
are proposing, billions of peoples lives would be at risk as they 
would not be able to afford the higher priced electricity for 
domestic and transportation use.

Shutting down nuclear plants in Germany and relying on 
wind turbines and solar cells for electricity has increased 

electric bills in Germany to 37 cents/kWh compared to 13 
cents/kWh in the USA. The German bill includes 6.7 cents/
kWh renewable surcharge so total German electric bill is three 
time the price of electricity in the USA where renewables are 
still a small percentage. Solar panels and wind turbines run 
only 15-20 years and cost $500,000 to decommission a single 
turbine. But future nuclear plants will run 100 years 24/7.

Nuclear Power and 
Hydrogen: Pathway to 
Sustainable Carbon Free 
Energy and Transportation
Assume most known fossil fuel sources would expire around 
200 years from now. An alternative energy source and trans-
port fuel has to be provided at that time to take over an energy 
infrastructure no longer sustainable. Caveat: Unless some new 
technology, like fracking today, is discovered to allow deeper, 

 FIGURE 16  USA ZEV mandate subsidies to $10,000 has 
stimulated EV sales but may vanish and limit future sales.
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 FIGURE 17  USA market is customer choice driven. Mandate 
incentives may disappear with market plateau at 10% of total 
sales, or at 25%, as estimated here, if incentives are extended.
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on land or ocean, sources to be recovered cost effectively 
allowing fossil fuels to endure longer term.

The proposed pathway to sustainable carbon free energy 
is nuclear power and for transportation is nuclear electricity 
to generate hydrogen for use in fuel cell vehicles from the 
electrolysis of water using nuclear electricity. Thus with 100% 
nuclear power and 100%, or nearly 100%, fuel cell vehicles, 
mankind will no longer have any concern about energy and 
transportation contributing carbon dioxide into 
the atmosphere.

Fuel Cell vehicles are on the road today, General Motors, 
Toyota, Nissan and Honda all have development FCVs and 
some are leased to customers. The technology has come a long 
way from when we began the PEM fuel cell research effort at 
General Motors Research Laboratories in 1986.

The time to start on this pathway is now, as it will take 
time to invent these four infrastructure components of 
sustainable carbon free energy and transportation. 1. New 
cost effective nuclear reactors designed to run 24/7 for 100 
years or more. 2. Cost effective hydrogen generation from 
electrolysis of water using nuclear electricity. 3. Cost effective 
means of distributing hydrogen. 4. Cost effective fuel cells. It 
will be extremely important to educate the public on these 
technologies and design them safe and cost effectively to 
achieve acceptance and success in use.

There are significant technical and as well as social chal-
lenges since the public has been led to believe, incorrectly, that 
nuclear power and hydrogen are not safe and to be avoided. 
Much education of the public will be required to overcome 
this view and move the country forward toward the ultimate 
energy/transportation future for the rest of mankind’s days 
on planet earth.

The fact is uranium and hydrogen are available to last 
mankind for the remaining five billion years projected for the 
life of planet earth when the sun runs out of hydrogen to fuse 
and becomes a red dwarf star that envelops planet earth, 
according to many top astrophysicists. Even fusion power 
would not be necessary. Fusion success is not assured since 
70 years of research has not produced a commercial fusion 
plant, and never will in our opinion.

Mankind had the intellect to survive and improve living 
conditions with discovery of new fuels, wood to coal to oil to 
gas to uranium fission, which appeared following the atom 
bomb that ended World War 2. Scientists immediately saw 
the benefit of nuclear power for civilian use after successfully 
implementing the Nautilus nuclear powered submarine in 
the 1950s.

Since three Mile Island, where no one was killed or 
injured, USA has extensive experience of successfully oper-
ating 100 nuclear power plants for reliable long term elec-
tricity generation. The Navy has operated 81 nuclear powered 
ships with 92 nuclear reactor cores. Service life on some Navy 
nuclear plants is projected at 90 years. The Navy has 6,200 
reactor years of accident free experience involving over 500 
nuclear reactor cores traveling 150 million miles on 
the oceans.

Lessons learned from these many, civilian and military, 
nuclear plants will surely lead to more efficient, safer designs 
which could run 24/7 for over a hundred years with proper 

design and maintenance, and, as importantly, citing them 
away from earthquake fault lines.

The future outlook for uranium availability is excellent. 
MIT has several nuclear power studies [9] which review new 
reactor technology. In recent years studies of uranium found 
in the oceans has led to methods of extraction of uranium 
from seawater [10]. Water runoff from land minerals intro-
duces uranium into the oceans along with seabed sources, 
providing uranium concentration of 3 parts per billion in the 
ocean Total uranium content in the oceans is estimated at 
four billion tons, Figure 18. This is continually renewed as 
water runoff on land continuously leaches uranium from 
minerals. Thus uranium will be available for mankind for the 
life of the planet, or five billion years, when the sun ultimately 
burns out.

Research on fiber extraction of uranium from seawater 
is reported from Pacific Northwest National Laboratory and 
LCW Supercritical Technologies [11]. They use acrylic fibers 
to extract it from seawater, by adsorbing the uranium onto a 
molecule bound to the fiber. The adsorbed uranium is 
extracted and the end product is yellowcake, which is 
uranium oxide.

Vessels will deploy long stringers of fibers which would 
be recovered after accumulating sufficient uranium to process. 
Figure 19 shows a microphotograph of a fiber with uranium 
attached and how fiber stringers would be deployed from a 
ship. Marine testing shows these fibers can hold grams of 
uranium per kilogram of fiber absorbent after two months in 
seawater. Estimated production cost is $200/lb of uranium 
oxide while spot price of uranium has ranged from $10 to 
$120/lb. Fortunately, the cost of uranium is a very small 
fraction of the cost of a nuclear power plant.

The 3 ppb concentration of uranium in the oceans is 
around 45x10-8 ounces per gallon which amounts to 4 
billion tons of uranium in all oceans whose total volume 
is 300 million cubic miles. However, seawater concentra-
tions of uranium are controlled by chemical reactions 
between water and minerals in rocks, both in the ocean 
and on land. Those rocks are estimated to contain 100 

 FIGURE 18  Uranium resources. Seawater is replenished 
from freshwater runoff and seabed to provide an infinite fuel 
source for nuclear power plants for the life of planet earth.
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trillion tons of uranium. So whenever uranium is extracted 
from seawater, more is leached from rocks to replace it, to 
the same concentration. It is estimated that it is impossible 
for mankind to extract uranium over the next billions of 
years to lower the overall seawater content of uranium. 
Uranium in seawater is actually a uniquely renewable fuel 
source for nuclear power plants for the survival of mankind 
while planet earth exists.

Thus the fuel supply for nuclear power is guaranteed to 
be available for as long as mankind exists on planet earth. 
A national, and international, focus on nuclear power is 
essential to the future of mankind. The auto industry needs 
to consider supporting a major nuclear initiative in this 
country with the emphasis on long lasting nuclear plants 
also designed to provide hydrogen for the fuel cell vehicles 
of the future. This will be a noble cause, benefiting mankind, 
globally, and citizens of the USA in particular. All stake-
holders in energy and transportation should agree this is the 
best direction for the well being of mankind and planet 
earth. Development of the seawater extraction of uranium 
process should also be a priority as there will no longer 
be any controversy on the issue of when the uranium fuel 
supply will run out as it has been for fossil fuel over the 
recent years.

Summary
The EV market is off to a promising start but headwinds may 
be in the offing when mandate incentives expire. The industry 
needs to be prepared to accept the desire of the auto customer, 
with ICE powered SUVs and trucks as major vehicle 
choices today.

There is historical evidence Natural Climate Change is 
in fact controlling planet earth climate. Mankind Made 
Carbon Dioxide Climate Change, MCDCC, is based on theo-
retical climate models where independent analysis of the 
Global Average Surface Temperature (GAST) data and 
Tropical Hot Spot analysis is invalid. Thus the federal 
Endangerment Finding on Carbon Dioxide is invalid and 
should be withdrawn as a federal rule since this is leading to 
draconian proposals to terminate the use of coal, oil and gas 
which will lead to a worldwide economic catastrophe.

It is inevitable fossil fuels will be eventually depleted, 
unless a new technology like fracking is discovered. 
Implementing a long range plan for sustainable, carbon free 
energy and transportation would be prudent and wise. Thus 
the proposed pathway toward this goal is to develop and 
implement nuclear power plants that would provide the 
hydrogen for fuel cell vehicles from electrolysis of water using 
nuclear electricity. The infinite supply of uranium in the 
oceans and hydrogen in abundant water sources, will provide 
mankind the energy for electricity and transportation for as 
long as mankind will exist on planet earth.

Thus the Pathway to Sustainable Energy and 
Transportation Fuel is 100% nuclear power electricity which 
produces hydrogen for fuel cell vehicles while allowing the 
use of ICE vehicles during the 200 year transition from fossil 
fuel to hydrogen for transportation, Figure 20.

The SAE and the energy industry should consider taking 
a long range holistic view of the future and assess the pros and 
cons of this proposed pathway. If mankind is concerned about 
MMCDCC, mankind needs to move in this direction. But 
with strong evidence that climate reality is Natural, and always 
will be Natural, the rationale for moving long term with 
nuclear/hydrogen can be considered as an insurance policy. 
Participants on both sides of the CC issue hopefully will agree 
to take this long term view. NCC events move slowly on a very 
long term time scale so we have time to move forward together 
to assure mankind has affordable energy to maintain a 
comfortable and productive way of life for everyone living on 
this glorious planet earth.
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